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Editorial 

Welcome to the new edition of The Grumbler! Many thanks to the contributors: Ross Dawe, Lance 

Holden, Paul Webb, Sasha Pushkarov, and Michael Colclough. 

Hope you enjoy the read. 

Sergiy, Editor 

Submission guidelines: 

Items for “The Grumbler” can be e-mailed to: TheGrumblerGNHWS@gmail.com. Paper submissions 

(“hard copies”) can be dropped into “The Grumbler” box in the Society’s Library room. Please feel free 

to include pictures, maps, drawings, and photographs – these will be scanned and returned to the 

owner. Finally, paper submissions can be posted to the club mail address (see below).  

The next issue deadlines are listed below. Don’t be stressed if you’ve missed the deadlines – there will 

be more future issues with enough pages for your writing! 

Club address: A. E. Martin Hall (building 36), Penfield Avenue, Edinburgh SA  

Mail address: PO Box 1040, Salisbury, SA 5108 

Web: http://www.groupnorth.club 

Planned issues of The Grumbler: 

 

Volume and issue № Submission deadline Scheduled release 

18, № 4 31 August 2018 September 2018 

18, № 5 31 October 2018 November 2019 

18, № 6 (Christmas edition) 30 November 2018 December 2018 

 

Opinions expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the Society 
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Diary 

Gaming nights: 

Regular: every Wednesday from 19:00 

July 11, 18 & 25 

August 1, 8, 15, 22 & 29 

September 5, 12, 19 & 26 

Subject to members’ interest: other days must be confirmed with a “key master” 
from the Club’s Committee. 

 

Sun 29/07/2018 Big Game Sunday (tentative) 

Sat 1/09/2018 X-Wing Lightspeed Episode 9 (see the notice below) 

Sun 9/09/2018 Big Game Sunday (tentative) 

Sun 21/10/2018 Big Game Sunday (tentative) 

Sun 28/10/2018 Open Day 

 

General Notices and Announcements 

2018/19 Committee Members 

From Lance Holden (GNHWS President) 

I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce the 2018/19 committee members as 
voted at our 2018 AGM. 

Executive: 

President: Lance Holden 
Secretary: Nic Cameron 
Treasurer: Alan Schultz 

Committee: 

Shaun Kearns 
Paul Webb 
Adam Bryant 
Oleksandr (Sasha) Pushkarov 

The following members have nominated themselves to lead the 2018 Open Day 
activities: 

Shaun Kearns 
Michael Colclough 

Additionally Shaun Kearns has volunteered to continue as Canteen Manager 
while Ross Dawe and Mike Allen will be managing the terrain. Further positions 
and responsibilities will be announced after the committee meet to set the bylaws 
for the coming year. 

Thank you to everyone who has nominated to serve the club for the next year. 
Your volunteer efforts are appreciated. Any members may approach a committee 
member or contact us through this email list or directly via 
groupnorthwargame@gmail.com.  
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Second Hand Stall at Group North Open Day 

From Ross Dawe (Stall Organiser) 

The second hand stall is on again at this year’s Open Day, to be held on Sunday 
28 October. The lovely Ishtar will again be running the stall on the day and 
charming people into spending their cash to help Group North! 

The stall raises funds that in times past have been spent on scenery, rule books, 
reference books and equipment for use by our members. 

The stall is seeking donations of wargame and roleplaying game items that we 
can sell. To give you an idea of what is suitable for donating to the stall, here is a 
sample of what we have sold in the past. 

• Painted miniatures,  

• Unpainted miniatures, 

• Unassembled miniatures and sprues, 

• Collectible miniatures such as Mage Knight and Heroclix, 

• Toys usable as wargame theme scenery, 

• Rule books and army list books, 

• Wargaming magazines, 

• Reference books and periodicals, 

• Videos and DVDs, 

• Role playing games, 

• Board games, 

• Scenery items, 

• Decorative items. 

The miniatures don’t need to make up full units. We have had customers happy 
to buy one or two figures to round out a unit or for use as a game character. 
Don’t worry if the figures, books or scenery may be a bit tatty, as some of the stall 
customers may be on a budget and don’t mind if the gaming stuff is pre-loved. 

This year we are again making an effort to build sets of themed terrain for sale. If 
you have some spare pieces of terrain, even tatty bits, we can fix them up and 
include them in themed sets. Trees, bushes, hills, buildings, walls, obstacles, 
rocky features and water features can all be included in terrain sets.  

If you have full units or boxes of figures, the stall may also be doing commission 
sales. This is pending having a helper on the stall.  

For commissions the club takes 10% of the sale price as our fee, the seller keeps 
the other 90%. When we get closer to the Open Day, some forms will be provided 
so that people can fill them out beforehand for the commissions. 

To help out with the commissions, here is a rough pricing guide.  

• New, still in good condition package: 50 - 70% recommended retail price 
(RRP). 

• New, in a damaged pack: 50 - 60% RRP. 

• New or stripped figures, either loose or in a plastic bag: 33 - 50% RRP. 
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• Second hand figures, painted but need extensive repairs: 33 - 70% new 
RRP. 

• Second hand figures, painted to an OK standard, maybe some minor 
repairs needed: around 100% RRP. 

• Second hand figures, painted to an excellent standard, no extra work 
needed: 150 - 200% RRP. 

Note that these are bargain prices aimed at selling the items. While the club does 
take a cut, you don't have to worry about eBay and postage! 

Donations can be left with Ross or with a club committee member each 
Wednesday or any other day the club is open.  

Many thanks to the people who generously donated items to the stall over the 
past year! 

Terrain Making 

From Ross Dawe 

Ross Dawe and Mike Allen will be looking after the club’s terrain room this year. 
We plan on sorting out the terrain and repairing what we can, as well as making 
new pieces. 

If you find some damaged terrain pieces, please let us know so we can set it aside 
for repairs. When the new office next to the library room is finished, there will be 
an area on a bench set aside to place damaged terrain. 

We currently plan on being at the club some Friday nights to do the terrain work. 
These evenings will also be available for gaming (as long as you don’t play late), 
and will be advertised a couple of days in advance on both the club’s email list 
and Facebook page.  

We will also be making plenty of new terrain. Much of it will be for club use, plus 
some of it will go onto the second hand stall to help with fund raising. 

We are looking for donations of terrain pieces and materials. This can include 
model trees, bushes, cast items, terrain sets such as buildings and walls, and so 
on. We can finish off pieces, or repair broken items. 

If you have terrain projects that you know you won’t finish, please donate them 
and we can work on them for either club use or as an item for the second hand 
stall. 

One thing we do need are bases for all the new terrain pieces. These can be MDF 
offcuts, plastic card or other rigid material. Any size base pieces from a couple of 
centimetres upwards will be useful, as we can match the base to the item as 
needed. The plastic pieces from promotions in chip packets, e.g. footballer sets or 
Tazos, can work very well as bases for scatter terrain. 

Larger pieces of MDF or plastic card, all the way up to full sheets, are very useful 
as we can have these cut to size to make area features. 

It is also worth keeping an eye out for cheap terrain materials in shops. Some of 
the foliage sets we will be making come from a sale of Easter bunny plastic grass 
mats.  

Later in the year we may have an occasional ‘craft night’ for scenery building. At a 
previous craft night a group of us made a lot of walls out of donated plaster 
blocks: the walls have already seen sterling service in many games. 
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Another way people can help is by letting us know what terrain you want to use 
for games. Is the club collection missing something useful? Is there something we 
need more of? Remember that we can potentially make terrain pieces to suit 
different game genres and figure sizes.  

If you are planning on a series of themed games, tell us if you would like 
something specific to suit those games and we will see if we can make something. 

The aims of this effort are to maintain our current terrain collection, upgrade the 
collection so we have more visual appeal for our games and to potentially raise 
funds. While Ross and Mike will be doing much of the work, your help in 
donating items, making suggestions and helping with terrain building will 
certainly be appreciated! 

Figures Wanted 

From Ross Dawe: 

I am currently building an Allied army to fight Napoleon in 1813. If you have 
spare 25mm Austrians, Prussians or Russians, please let me know and we may 
be able to work out a deal. Minifigs and Hinchliffe figures are preferred, for 
compatibility with my current figures. 

 

Tournaments 

Companion 17 Field of Glory Ancients - Round Robin 

From Ross Dawe (the tournament organiser) 

For many years Group North has held an annual ‘Companion’ ancients 
tournament. This is run as a friendly round robin in which players could organise 
their games at mutually convenient club meetings, rather than having to stick to 
a schedule of rounds. 

Group North members play ancients with both 15mm and 28mm figures. So, for 
Companion 17 there were two round robins run in parallel: one for each figure 
size. 

15mm Results 

For the 15mm armies, there were four players and they could play each other 
twice, but they had to use a different army for their second game against the 
same opponent.  

Final placings were based on each player’s best 5 results out of a possible 6 
games. This meant that a disaster in one game would not knock a player out of 
contention. 

Ross: played 6 for 81 points, best 5 is 79. 4 generals KIA – promotion was 
fast in the Catalan Company mercenary army. 
Rowland: played 4 for 15 points. 3 generals KIA. 
Harry: played 4 for 41 points. 3 generals KIA. 
Andrew: played 6 for 93 points, best 5 is 92. 3 generals KIA. 

Unfortunately some real life got in the way of Harry and Rowland being able to 
play their games. 

As the games progressed through the later part of 2017 and early 2018, the lead 
changed a couple of times. Andrew started well with a couple of big wins, then 
Ross caught up and passed him. It all got down to the return game between 
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Harry with his Later Ptolemaic Egyptians, and Andrew using Philistines. Harry 
managed to get good matchups for the combats, but then the dice gods just said 
“No” and with two generals being killed Harry’s army collapsed. The big win to 
Andrew saw him regain the lead and become our Companion 17 champion. 
Congratulations Andrew! 

28mm Results 

For the 28mm armies, there were six players and they could play each other 
once. Final placings were based on each player’s best 4 results out of a possible 5 
games.  

Ross: played 4 for 57 points. 2 generals KIA. 
Heinz: played 5 for 60 points, best 4 score is 56. All generals alive and well. 
Alan: played 5 for 60 points, best 4 score is 56. 5 generals KIA – promotion 
was very fast in Alan’s Arab Conquest army. 
Marcus: played 4 for 37 points. Only 1 general KIA. 
Paul: played 5 for 34 points, best 4 score is 34. 2 generals KIA. 
Chris: played 5 for 47 points, best 4 score is 41. 2 generals KIA. 

This was a close tournament all the way through. Anyone putting together a 
couple of big wins would have raced out well in front, but no-one managed to 
maintain a consistent winning streak. Congratulations to Ross, with a best four 
game score just one point in front at the end of the round robin! 

The final placings got down to the last few games, with both Alan and Heinz just 
missing overtaking Ross by a single point. Heinz had a good chance in his last 
game against Paul, but in the last turn of the game Heinz’s Roman cavalry 
collapsed just when victory was in sight. In the end, just one die roll made the 
difference! 

Alan’s generals led from the front every game, reflected in their high death rate. 
No shirkers in that army! 

*     *     * 

Many thanks to all the players for a fun and interesting tournament. The round 
robin format again worked well, and was able to cope with player availability 
changing through the several months in which Companion 17 was being run. 

Anyone interested in using the round robin format for a different game system is 
welcome to discuss it with Ross. 

There will be an email sent out to Group North members in late July asking for 
interest in Companion 18. Suggestions are welcome! 

 

Lightspeed, Episode 9 

From Lance Holden (the event organiser) 

It’s time to see off your old favourite builds at the Group North X-Wing event. Due 
to a clash with so many X-Wing events the week before I’ve pushed the event 
back to Saturday September 1st, from 12:30 to 7:30 PM. There will be four 
rounds, mixed scenarios. The cost is $10 for members, $15 for non-members. 
Please e-mail to: lightspeed@groupnorth.club. 

The event is sponsored with Table Top Warfare. 
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Club events 

2018 Painting Tattoo 

From Lance Holden 

Congratulations on everyone who entered the competition. There were three 
categories this year: army, skirmish, and individual. I think the format is 
successful though the army entries looked like they were ready to burst out of the 
assigned area and may need a little more space next year. 

The best army goes to Greg: 

 

 

The best skirmish goes to Lance: 
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There was a draw  for best individual model, between Nic and Richard: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can see more photos on: https://photos.app.goo.gl/habB6kvgpjyeTCBJ8.  
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Rimmer’s War Diaries 

“Rimmer’s War Diaries are composed so that, for future generations of tabletop commanders, 

the experiences and insights of successful (and not so successful) commanders can be made 

available to them. Through such magnanimous generosity of their predecessors, the future 

commanders can be suitably informed and over-awed by the brilliance of those who have 

gone before.” 

 

WW2 D-Day Minus 4 – Battle Report 

By Paul Webb 

 

 

Background: To celebrate D-Day this year some of the GNHWS members decided 
to have their own miniature D-Day minus 4 landing (battle held on Saturday 2nd 
June at General Paul Webb’s abode).  

Scenario: The scenario was not based on any of the actual D-Day landings i.e. 
Utah Beach, Omaha Beach. Gold Beach, Juno Beach and Sword Beach but 
represented a “general” British beach landing in Normandy against dug-in 
German units, with a glider landing of some US Para units behind German lines.       

Rule Set: Chain of Command 

Cast of Characters: 

1. British – General Heinz Schroeder 
2. British – General Alan Schultz 
3. German – Field Marshal Marcus Tregenza 
4. German – Field Marshal Steve Wold 
5. American – General Paul Webb 

You will immediately notice the irony of some surnames versus the countries they 
represented! 
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MASTER ARSENAL LIST

Weapon Firepower Close Effective

Semi Automatic rifle 1 0‐18" Over 18"
M1919 Browning .30 Cal MG 10  0‐24" Over 24"

SMG or Machine Pistol  4/2 0‐6"  6‐12"

60mm mortar 3 24" + In LOS 24" + No LOS
US Bazooka Team  0‐9"  9‐24"  24‐48"

Bazooka 7 7 7
Weapon Firepower Close Effective

Bolt Action Rifle 1

Magazine LMG  (Bren) 6

SMG or Machine Pistol  4/2 0‐6"  6‐12"

2" mortar (3 x HE only) 2 In LOS No LOS
British Piat Team  0‐9"  9‐24"  24‐36"

Piat 7 7 7

Vehicle Armour A.P H.E Speed Notes

M4 Sherman (all variants) 6 7 6 Average Ronson

M4 Sherman "Firefly" 6 12 5 Slow Ronson, No H.E.  No hull MG

Cromwell  Mk VII 7 7 6 Fast

Comet 8 11 5 fast

Churchill Mk VII 10 7 6 Slow Heavy Armour

Weapon Firepower Close Effective

Bolt Action Rifle 1

Belt Fed bipod LMG 8 Lose 3 Firepower when crew reduced to 1

SMG or Machine Pistol  4/2 0‐6"  6‐12"

2" mortar 2 In LOS No LOS
German Panzerschreck Team  0‐9"  9‐24"  24‐48"

Panzerschreck 13 13 13
German Panzerfaust Team  0‐9"  9‐24"  24‐36"

Panzerfaust 11 11  N/A

Vehicle Armour A.P H.E Speed Notes

PzKw IV H 6 9 5 Average

Panzerjager Hetzer 7 9 5 Average Low Profile, turret MG Only

Marder III M 4 9 5 Average Open body, Hull MG only

StuG III G 7 9 5 Average Low Profile

PzKw VI Tiger 11 12 7 Slow Slow turret, Heavy armour

Weapon Firepower Close Effective

Vehicle MG ‐ Top 10 0‐18" Over 18"

Vehicle MG ‐ Coax / hull 6 0‐18" Over 18"

Flamethrower 12 0‐12" N/A

Grenade  2/3*  4‐11" N/A Roll hits as if target in open

Rifle Grenade 2  ‐‐ 18‐60"

*  = in Bui ldings

German Mortar Team

British Mortar Team

All cover ignored.  Double shock

Reduce cover by one level

Reduce cover 1 level W/O overhead cover
HE

Lose 2 Firepower when crew reduced to 1

Firepower is range dependent

2

Notes

Allied vehicles

Notes

German vehicles

HE

2
HE

2

0‐18" Over 18"

Special Weapons

Reduce cover by one level

German Rifle Squad (Regular)       Rifle Team - 6 Dice    LMG Team - 9 Dice     Add SMG to either if in range

Firepower is range dependent

Reduce cover 1 level W/O overhead cover

2

British Rifle Section (Regular)    Rifle Team - 6 Dice    LMG Team - 6 Dice     Add SMG to either if in range 

Notes

US Rifle Squad (Paratroopers)    Assault Team - 8 Dice    MMG Team - 10 Dice     Add SMG to either if in range 

US Mortar Team

HE

 Re‐roll any 1’s

Lose 3 Firepower when crew reduced to 1.

Firepower is range dependent

Reduce all cover by one level

Notes

0‐18" Over 18"
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Day of Battle: 

US Paras (Elite) made a successful 
landing behind enemy lines despite 
the Luftwaffe force of one lone plane 
(rest of the air-fleet probably already 
fleeing back to Germany!) being in 
the area. The Para force consisted of 
a HQ Platoon (Lt, Sgt and a bazooka 
team) and 2 x platoons (each one 
being made up of a Corporal, 8 x 
riflemen assault team and a MMG 
Team. 2 x 60mm Mortar Squad was 
also available. Extra support was 
supplied by 2 x bazooka teams. The 
force immediately deployed into the 
bocage and an enclosed field near 
their landing zone. 

Simultaneously the plucky Brits disembarked from their LCAs and hit the beach 
right on target for their deployment zone. Brit tanks (one with a “skirt” so no 
gender bias here!) also began to disembark from their LCMs. 
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The main area of operations was obviously the beach landing and they faced a 
daunting task as directly in front of them were two bunkers that were manned by 
2 x HMGs, albeit a perceived minimum force once the main centre bunker had 
been destroyed by naval gunfire in the initial bombardment. Also, and more 
importantly, French local property values had dropped significantly!  

 

 

 

However, the Germans in the two bunkers were able to put up a spirited fight and 
delay the British landing for quite a while. General Schroeder did eventually 
manage to clear his bunker despite the quote from Field Marshal Wold that 
“General Schroeder could not hit the side of a barn”. General Schultz was not so 
successful with clearing/destroying his bunker opponent.  

After various landings the British finally managed to get off the beach. Whoops, 
here comes that lone Luftwaffe plane again! Luckily, he was out of ammo so took 
a few aerial photos for the wife and kids back home and departed the field of 
battle.  

The battle then evolved into two hard slogs. The Paras and the German units 
opposing them kept battering each other with little overall effect, despite a few 
casualties. General Webb then managed to “disable” one of his own mortars by 
rolling two 1’s and was awarded the Iron Cross (First Class) by Field Marshal 
Wold, who was a very worthy opponent. The Germans then deployed their tanks 
into the battle, sending most in the direction of the beach while one was deployed 
to support the infantry fighting the Paras.  
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Whoops, here comes that lone Luftwaffe plane again! 
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The Germans were starting to gain the 
upper hand by occupying the building 
adjacent to the Paras as well as moving 
up to the church. If it were not for a 
java* break and a game of soccer being 
played between the two sides the 
Germans would certainly have caused 
major casualties.   

On the other front the British moved 
their infantry (top LH of Battle Map) 
towards the nearby ruined buildings 
while the tank platoons split their initial 
deployment to roughly cover both sides 

of the beach area. They finally moved 
past the dunes and into the terrain 
beyond. Long range tank battles then 
took place while some of Field Marshal 
Tregenza’s infantry, based in a walled 
field, gave the British infantry a bit of a 
pasting. Germans tried to shoot General 
Schultz’s Sherman with 5 tank shots in 
a single turn but only caused 2 shock. 
Para tank platoon, after moving up from 
the beach, took flank shots in their 

advance to link up with their 
compatriots (glider landed Paras) as 
they were ambushed by a panzershreck 
(Field Marshal Tregenza subsequently 
being knighted on the field). 

After many hours, lots of food and 
copious red wine General Schultz was 
instrumental in destroying several 
enemy tanks with final losses being: 

• Brits – 3 x Sherman  
• Jerries - 2 x PzIV & 1 x Hetzer  

Conclusion: 

Overall, a gentleman’s draw although General Webb of the US Paras decided that 
their Limey cousins had once again let them down by failing to link up with them 
due to the British taking a tiffin† break. They had been sacrificed for British 
imperialism and for being bad-sports in the fact that the Yanks had hammered 
them twice in the past – don’t mention the American Revolution or the War of 
1812! This duplicity was confirmed post-battle when a US photographer managed 
to snap a photo of a smiling British PM shaking hands with his partner-in-crime 
“that Bohemian Corporal”. 

                                       
* “Java” comes from the Island of Java. During the 1600s, the Dutch introduced coffee to 
Southeast Asia. They brought coffee trees to places like Bali and Sumatra, where it’s still grown 
today. Another island they began planting coffee on was Java, and it’s from this island that the 
name “java” arose. 
† English in India borrowed tiffing, an old English dialect or slang word for taking a little drink or 
sip. 
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After many hours, lots of food and copious red wine  
General Schultz was instrumental in destroying several enemy tanks 
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Articles 

Book Reviews: Aerial Warfare WWI  
in Memoirs and Fictions 

By Sasha Pushkarov 

For me, interest in WWI aviation started with a project that I and my dad (Sergiy) 
ran at The Heights Schools from our club. The idea was to show the kids that 
there is quite much fun in having a game battle on a table-top rather than 
sticking themselves into a computer first person shooter or a continuous 
Facebook chit-chat. 

When we were picking a theme for the school, it was important to try to find some 
other visual stimulation material tied to the topic, so that it would be easier for 
our audience to visualise what was happening on the field. At the same time, we 
needed something to appeal to the ideal of a first-person shooter game. This is 
where the movie “Flyboys” quite conveniently fitted in. We on the one hand have 
“Knights of the Air” duelling it out in a mano-a-mano fashion, on the other hand 
have a wargame on the table-top.  

  

An episode from the Wings silent movie (1927). Since then this motif would be repeated 
again and again in Hollywood movies on WWI air war. Picture taken from YouTube. 

 

After the school show the idea died out in my head for around two years, until I 
stumbled over the Ares game “Wings of Glory”. First I got to like the WWI airplane 
miniatures, bought the rule-set, began playing. After a short period I started to 
search for material on WWI aviation history and pilot experiences, and from 
reading one memoir I went to the next, and so on and so forth. In time, I realised 
I read quite a decent amount of material, and thought it would be a good idea to 
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give our readers a short wash-down on some of the materials I have found with 
regards to the WWI aviation topic. Most specifically, I would like to review the 
memoirs and fiction books that I have read regarding the life and experiences of 
those aviators from the age of “Knights of the Air”. I will leave out all of the 
technical books with regards to aerial warfare methods for next time. 

Also, living in an English speaking world, the information on Western Front is 
obviously much more readily available than on the Eastern front and the 
Balkans. Hence, the below reviewed literature will be on the Western front theatre 
only. This means the literature covered will be concerning exclusively the 
German, French, British and American view-points. Each of the other theatres is 
interesting by themselves, and would serve a good separate topic for research 
which will be presented another time once enough literature will be analysed for a 
good review. 

 

Computer graphics obviously can picture anything, but contrary to this episode from the 
Flyboys movie (2006), real Zeppelines were not used for daylight front line bombing 

missions. Picture taken from YouTube. 

The Human Side 

So, first question – yes I can see the colourful airplanes and all the Hollywood 
attempts to glorify this genre. But, what were the pilots feeling, thinking and 
doing? I mean, there is a man behind a machine, and the man, being a living 
entity, has his thoughts and emotional experiences. Is there such a book that 
would not be a dry recollection of the pilot of how he got his victories? It turns out 
that there is. In fact, this little book is quite buried and is least known except to a 
narrow audience. But it is the gem of gems by my opinion (and is my personal 
favourite). I am talking of “Winged Victory” by V.M. Yeates. 

Victor Maslin Yeates was one of the many British aces to serve in WWI. The book 
is not a memoir, but a fictional account with fictional characters based very 
closely to the personal war-time experiences of the author. This fictional “rework” 
of his personal recollections makes this book so unique. A lot of the book deals 
with the main character asking himself the question of “why the killing”. The 
character is not an idealistic hero that serves for country alone. These pilots were 
the main mass of the cadre. The book even recollects about the wild pub parties 
and other interesting past-times of British pilots when they weren’t flying. More, 
this book is not about the fighter aviation that engaged in aerial duels, the 
squadron that V.M. Yeates served with did a lot of trench strafing and ground 
work. These were the hardest workers of the aviation corps. Enduring ground fire 
in addition to a constant threat from the air, it was much less of a glorious 
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knightly experience than when fighting purely in the air. This “dirty” work had its 
effect on the pilot thoughts and emotional recollections. So for as much as this 
book is concerned, it provides the deepest insight into pilot everyday general life 
at the front-line service, and is quite similar in style to the “All Quiet on the 
Western Front”. 

Tactics 

However, being wargamers and duelling it out on the table-top, aerial tactics is a 
question of personal honour! When you are fighting, you do not care about the 
emotional thoughts of a pilot. You care of how to outwit that dastardly adversary 
of yours, and do it with minimal bullet holes in your fuselage! This is where most 
memoirs really come in handy. I found that after reading some of those personal 
recollections of the famous pilots, my aerial tactics became a bit better and far 
less erratic. “Winged Warfare”, by W.A. Bishop is one such good example. Yes, he 
was mostly a lone hunter, preferring to sneak up upon unwary enemies, using 
the clouds as concealment, before jumping at his prey with his machine gun and 
taking the hunt down. However, dog-fights were also a norm in those days, and 
he was no exception in participating in such things. Being a careful pilot (and not 
as rash as Guynemere or Ball), his tactical approaches have the sane merit and 
would do quite well for any aspiring tabletop ace. His hunting tactics and 
experiences make an interesting read, but, due to the detail abstractions in our 
games, are not directly applicable to our tables (I mean, who would be interested 
in gaming a table full of clouds and on a table the size of a dance hall, these 
games would last for hours! Not to add the loads of boredom for the hunted 
subject!).  

On Leaders and Loners 

Another interesting insight was the two separate modes of operation that the 
experienced pilots preferred. Ones gave their preference to the “lone-wolf” hunter 
style. They would frequently venture out alone and seek a game to hunt. These 
were the people with biggest amount of patience. The second type, were the flight 
leaders. They would usually not have the highest scores in the squadron, since 
they were more pre-occupied in having their squadron keep in formation and not 
get lost, fly the mission, and everyone return home. These flight leaders preferred 
to chase away planes from their comrades’ tails rather than hunt them down, 
since they would need to very quickly change their attentions to the other 
airplanes, not giving them time to pursue the enemy to the final demise.  

Wunderwaffe 

We wargamers tend to stretch things beyond a regular pitched battle, just 
because regularity and repetition make a bore of a thing. Scenario developments 
though, require an insight into what actually happened beyond your general 
dogfight. Dogfights were popular, but they were not the only order of the day. You 
also had artillery correction work, observation balloon busting, bomber escorts, 
reconnaissance, and etc. and etc. To develop these correctly (or with a feel that 
would “seem” correct), the good insight does the justice.  

For example, you can, without a good deal of research, put a load of artillery 
barrage to protect your balloon, and make a board filled up with AA guns. You 
could fantasize of extraordinary equipment that you could use. However, how 
many people, without a research, would come up with something bizarre as a 
“flaming-onion”? Yes, they weren’t any much effective, but they were exotic in a 
sense. For those who do not know what it is, it was basically a cluster of 
pyrotechnical shells that were fired by Germans using a “light-spitter” or 
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“lichtspucker”, a 37 mm five barrel revolver gun. And this development was 
nothing of the sci-fi realm. In fact the gun was introduced in the late XIX century, 
first to the Kaiserliche Marine (Imperial German Navy), but with the beginning of 
the war some guns were transferred to the Deutsches Heer (Imperial German 
Army).  

This is where books like “Wings of War” by Rudolf Stark, “Flying Fury” by James 
McCudden, “Ace of Aces” by René Fonck, “Sagittarius Rising” by Cecil Lewis, and 
the aforementioned book “Winged Warfare” come in. Each of these books is a 
treasure trove of ideas for scenarios and linked campaign developments.  

 

 

Members of Luftschiffer-Bataillon Nr.1 manning a 3.7 cm (37 mm) Gruson-Hotchkiss 
Revolverkanone fitted with a 10-rounds tray. Such guns could produce those “flaming 
onions”. The rate of fire was completely dependent on the strength of the Kanonier turning 
the crank. Photo sourced from Flickr. 

Cowboys 

The American view-point stands on its own. Being quite fresh as they entered the 
war, most of them possessed the “cowboy” streak. They were quite reckless in 
their tactics and behaviour in the air. “Fighting the Flying Circus” is a fantastic 
recollection of Eddie Rickenbacker as he served with the American squadron. The 
American viewpoint is one of vigour and courage to the point of craziness. 
Rickenbacker even remarks that the captured German pilots would confess that 
the American pilots did not follow the rules, and would quite rashly attack 
singlehandedly a formation of German machines. This, taking the Germans by 
surprise and putting them into confusion, would allow time for the Yanks to fall 
in, shoot some planes up and fall out. 

So there you have it, a short run-down on some (and by far no means all, there is 
loads of literature out there) of the available literature which would hopefully give 
some direction of research to people interested in this topic, and maybe, 
hopefully, some motivation for genuine interest.  
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Pike & Shotte Review 

By Michael Colclough 

Below is an article I found on Facebook that I think is relevant to our games at 
the club, so I resent it below. You can find the original article at 
https://napoleoninelba.blogspot.com/2018/06/i-tried-28mm-pike-shotte-and-
cried.html. 

 

I Tried 28mm Pike & Shotte, and Cried 

Never Play P&S or Black Powder in 28mm Again! 

Problems with game scale and balance 

I recently played a Pike & Shotte game with friends and I left with a slightly 
discontent feeling. About the game, not about the afternoon or the friends. We 
played 28mm on a standard table (1.80x1.20m/6x4t) with A LOT OF beautifully 
painted P&S figures. My old buddy Fred is an expert painter with a good eye for 
colour. AD 1680, William III and his Dutch Allies vs Louis XIV and his minions. 
We had three brigades each, that's about ten units on each side, separated by a 
river. The French were entrenched on the other border. My cavalry and infantry 
were queued on the left side of the table, in a cramped space, directly in front of 
his strong right cav/inf-flank. 

To create more manoeuvring space, I tried to direct all our Dutch cavalry to my 
right flank and see if I could move around my opponents' weak left infantry flank, 
and then cross the river with my horses outside his shooting range. A swift 
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surprise move William III would like. I hopelessly failed, for gaming reasons I 
won't bother you with. The game was instructive and I learned some hard lessons 
about Black Powder/P&S. But I got the feeling that the table was too small or the 
scale too big. I tried, I cried, I ran away. 

I'll try to clearly address each problem so that this blog is also readable for 
players who don't know the rulesets. 28mm-fanboys, BEWARE! You play a game 
that's not suited for your regular dinner table, 

I'm not unhappy with the ruleset, by the way. But some rules should be changed. 

The Game Scale Problem 

The Black Powder rulebook, p.4, says: "our game has been developed and played 
almost exclusively on tabletops at least 6 feet wide and between 10 and 14 feet 
long. The game works best on large tables and using relatively large forces." 

Blogger Keith Flint (wargamer and Osprey wargame rules writer) observed: 

It was an interesting decision for the authors of Black Powder to publish 
a set of rules designed to work best for big armies and very big 
wargames rooms. The former would make creating forces daunting for 
the newcomer, whilst the latter would seemingly exclude the 
overwhelming majority of wargamers, regardless of their experience or 
the size of their collections. Fourteen foot tables - you must be joking! But 
Rick Priestley and Jervis Johnson didn't get where they are today without 
having a keen commercial sense. My guess is that they recognised the 
appeal of a big, bold product with high production values, and knew that 
wargamers would adapt it to the limitations of their own circumstances. 

As a consequence, a standard table is quickly too small, Keith argued. Others 
agree. 

Blogger Auldearn1645 wrote after a small game with a couple of units about the 
table size: 

The 6'x4' table is very small by Black Powder standards (...) double the 
number of units and the table will get crowded - not a Black Powder 
problem, more a 28mm problem. 

And BaronvonJ from Baronsblog remarked after a P&S test game: 

Cons: Space. Below is diagram of how big the units are vs how I've got a 
few units based up for Victory Without Quarter. A thirteen inch frontage is 
huge for pike and shot formation. Especially on my 6x 8 foot table, which 
is a little bigger than most people's 6 x 4. Even devoid of terrain for this 
playtest, things were really cramped. No room to manoeuver. This has 
been a complaint about the Warlord games before. 

But is it really, or is it just a feeling? Let's check. If you try to play P&S on a 
standard 6x4 table, the standard movement distances are  

• for infantry: basic movement distance is 6 inch/15cm,  
• for cavalry 9/22,5cm, light cavalry 12/30cm.  

Depending on a dice roll units units move 1x, 2x or 3x their movement distance. 
This means that with a statistical easy 3 moves (see below) Pike & Shotte infantry 
moves18 inch/ 45 cm. That's a quarter/a third of the standard 4ft/120cm table 
width. In Black Powder infantry units move even quicker, 12inch/30cm for 
infantry, 18inch/45cm for cavalry, shooting range as above. That means that a 
unit can move 30-90cm, three quarters of a table. 
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Standard shooting ranges are:  

bad rifles/standard rifles/light artillery/medium artillery: 
12/18/24/36 inch, or  30cm/45cm/60cm/90cm in metrics. 

In the standard rules, units move first and shoot later (and ask questions MUCH 
later). Units are allowed to move and shoot. Thus infantry with a standard 
musket can for instance move 30 cm (one movement in BP, two in P&S) and 
afterwards shoot 18 inch/45 cm. In other words, they can simply hit anything 
within 30 inch/75 cm of their starting position – or even more after a good result 
(36 inch/90 cm max in P&S, 54 inch/135cm in BP). 

 

 

A typical cramped BP wargame table, courtesy of Warlord. 

 

Cavalry/infantry balance on a 6x4 table 

Problems, in particular with the cav/inf balance, will be worsened because of the 
disorder rule. Hits are scored on 4, 5, 6. If a defending unit is hit by shooting and 
the shooter rolls a 6, the unit is automatically disordered ['pinned']. This means 
that the unit cannot move the next turn but is more difficult to hit (only at 5 or 
6).  

As a combo, infantry moves very fast over the table and can quickly shoot at and 
disorder any other units 75-90 cm away from their original starting position, 
notably cavalry targets. Infantry shoots with two dice. The chance to roll a 6 with 
two dice is 30,5 percent. This means that on a standard 6x4 table infantry can 
quickly move in the direction of cavalry and has a fair chance to disorder the 
cavalry, which can't move for the full next turn and is less effective in a possible 
combat. Attacking formed infantry with cavalry is stupid so IF the cavalry is 
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reordered again they are forced away or routed. Outmanoeuvring infantry in 
28mm scale on a cramped 6x4 table is nearly impossible I suppose. 

 

 

Picture from Warfare Miniatures 

 

I had the same experience as blogger Blenheim to Berlin, who wrote: 

Often cavalry can be stopped standing disordered in front of units firing 
at them and as disordered are unable to move.  

Will from Will's Wargame Blog (http://willwarweb.blogspot.com/2012/06/pike-
shotte-rules-quick-review.html) said: 

What I don't like is the move sequence and giving the advantage in firing 
to the player who moves into range before the stationary player. I had the 
same problem with BP and used a revised sequence. 

Other rules also favour the infantry. Due to a special pike rule ('pike company') 
for instance a P&S foot regiment can be a walking tank. I won't bother you with 
the details but successfully attacking the rear is almost as difficult as attacking 
the front. The unit can move unhindered to all sides while it is protected on all 
sides and, as said, can shoot a long gaming distance. 

I'm not opposed to a relative strong infantry, cavalry was not very strong against 
infantry and attacking a square was suicide, but in game terms and historically a 
moving infantry column should have a weak flank and rear. Also the advantage of 
being protected against cavalry should be counterbalanced by a disadvantage, 
like immobility and/or less firepower. 
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Anyway, I think the rules (which are OK) need a tweak if you play it on a 
standard table and if you want a balanced game. 

Scattered around the web I found excellent regarding distance, the command rule 
and other adaptations. 

Suggestions 

A blog published a useful small set of rule amendments for Black Powder (useful 
for P&S as well). The tweaks can be found at:  

http://blenheimtoberlin.blogspot.com/p/black-powder-house-rules-september-
2012.html .  

I also found a Pike & Shotte revision, which might be interesting: 

https://lasthussar.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/blenheim-palace-v2-2.pdf 

Besides I found several comments scattered around the web to slow down the 
infantry. 

In short, bloggers who play on a 6x4 table advise to: 

• Limit movement. Many bloggers recommend to decrease all ranges with 
1/3. I wouldn't rule out halving them, myself. 

• Change fire and movement phase. In revised rules, published by bloggers 
and forums players recommend to shoot first and move later. 

• Limit the fire & movement combo. Players advise for instance to allow 
moving fire just for one or two movement distances, or add (in combination 
with rule #3 above) a negative modifier for units which want to move after 
shooting. 

• Allow cavalry to move back disordered when under fire. 
• Play on a smaller scale. 15mm-figs with 6/12/18 cm instead of inches 

works fine. 6 mm as well. P&S/Black Powder's predecessor Warmaster was 
designed for 10mm (the BP-game is in fact Warmaster 2.0, in my opinion). 

I would add from my own experience that some pike rules should be tweaked to 
prevent the 'moving tank' effect and give moving columns a weaker flank or rear. 

As a combined result, BP/P&S on a regular table will involve a bit more tactical 
manoeuvring with units and less 'tally-ho-there-we-go' dice rolling. 

Improved command rules 

Lasthussar (https://lasthussar.wordpress.com/2015/08/23/black-powder-
command-rule-amendment/#comments) reviewed BP's/P&S command roll 
system. Every commander on the table has a command value (CV) – usually in 
the range 7 to 9, but 4 to 10 is the total range; the higher the better. This can be 
modified for local conditions. When giving an order you roll 2d6, the lower, the 
better. 

• Equal or 1 less – one move 
• 2 less – two moves 
• 3 or more less – 3 moves. 

Lasthussar did the numbers, see his blog. The chance for two moves is depending 
on the command value between 10-15%. The chance for one move is about 25-
30%. The chance for THREE moves is just 15% when CV=7, but 28% when CV is 
8 and 42% when CV is 9. Lasthussar: 

The problem is that this generally makes 2 moves the LEAST likely, 
which seems odd. You expect: 
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• 1 move most likely, 3 least, or 

• 3 moves most likely, 1 least likely, or 

• 2 MOST likely. 

He modified the rule: 

To get 3 moves you must roll 3 less than target AND equal or under half, 
otherwise it stays as ‘2’’. Examples: 

• Command 9- 3 moves on 4 or less 

• Command 8- 3 moves on 4 or less 

• Command 7- 3 moves on 3 or less 

This tweak changed the statistical probability so 3 moves is least likely to 
happen, as would be logical. In combination with the rules above this can also 
lessen the impact of moving & shooting infantry. 

Conclusion 

With weaker infantry flanks, curtailed infantry, more mobile cavalry and a 
scale/table size issues solved the Black Powder/ Pike & Shotte game will have a 
better balance between infantry and cavalry. I suppose that this will encourage 
players to move their cavalry more towards the outer flanks to see if they can 
outmanoeuvre their opponent and find his weak spot. Games would be more 
interesting, more combined arms. At least I hope so. 

Courtesy of https://plus.google.com/+NapoleonBonaparteAmsterdam6shooters 

 

Arena Rex Review 

By Lance Holden 

Arena Rex is a game set in the Mythic Age; a time where fantasy exists with the 
Roman Empire. It takes place in the sands of the arena, where Gladiators from 
Ludi around the world fight to wow the crowds and gain the favour of their 
patrons. A land and time where the famous from Rome fight with barbarians from 
the north and Atlantians from across the ocean. A place where the biggest 
matches can attract the likes of a wild Wendigo or the Gorgon sisters themselves. 
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The game is a skirmish game, where two players control a fixed number of 
gladiators each. The recommended numbers are 3, 5 or 8 models (though some 
creatures can be so big they count as 2 models). The game is developed by Red 
Republic Games who also produce a line of miniatures to accompany it. The store 
and rules are available at https://arenarex.com/. 

Each model has a few key stats, their 
Move value in inches, their Attack value 
for their attacking dice pool, Defence for 
defending dice pool and Armour to absorb 
damage with. Additionally each gladiator 
will have a damage tree to resolve attack 
successes with, a vitality track to record 
their life against and a set of special skills. 
The game doesn’t use points costs for any 
miniatures leaving each Dominus free to 
build the cohort they want. There are 
rewards in extra perks if the majority of 
each gladiator is from the same Ludus. 
This allows you to focus on a play style or 
try for interesting combinations of skills 
from all the different types. You can even 
mix in wild beasts such as Leo the lion or 
Acerbus the rhinoceros. All gladiator stats 
are available for viewing on the Arena Rex 
website through their store pages. 

Combat checks are resolved with a dice 
pool determined by the attackers Attack 
value and the defenders Defence (there are 
some chances to change the value or value 
used). Results of 4 or more on a d6 are a 
success and the most amount of 
successes wins the action. If an attacker 

wins combat they count up their net success and pick the results from their 
damage tree. They start at the top and work their way down, picking either 
damage or other results such as pushing, repositioning, fatiguing or special 
moves. There is a special pool of dice available to the player that can be added to 
an action; these are called the Favour Dice. A single favour die works in the pool 
as normal except if successful it counts as two results, not one. Favour Dice are a 
limited resource though and are mostly gained as your gladiators take wounds 
and the crowd calls for you to entertain them more. The mechanic is quick and 
easy to understand. The combat model favours an attacker. 

Players alternate activating a single miniature. Any ready miniature can be 
activated but to ensure it isn’t all one sided there is a reaction mechanic built 
into the game. A single model on the opposing side can react after a trigger 
condition occurs. This can be used to move or strike at an opponent fleeing. Most 
often it is used to provide a counter-attack for a defending model where it can use 
its Attack value instead of Defence and success grants it the right to hurt the 
attacker. Alternatively it can be used to assist a model being attacked, adding 
your own Defence to theirs. 

 

Image of Hermes taken from: 
https://arenarex.com/collections/ 
ludus-magnus/products/hermes  
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There is a limit on how much movement and reaction can be performed and that 
is the games key mechanic of fatigue. Apart from one free movement each action 
a model performs increases its fatigue level, from empty at Ready, through to 
Fatigued to the debilitating Exhausted. Fatigued models cannot activate or 
perform reactions leaving them at the mercy of their opponent. Exhausted models 
fair even worse, granting extra push results to the attackers result. Fatigue is 
managed when you activate a model. At that time another friendly model that is 
Fatigued may remove the counter and return to the Ready state. If a cohort starts 
its turn with all models Fatigued or Exhausted it must make a special clear turn 
where all fatigue is reduced a step and the models perform no actions (though 
there are special tactics that can be performed often at the cost of Favour Dice or 
wounding your models). Becoming Exhausted can be dangerous but sometimes 
the benefit of the second attack or activating the mighty power attack (where you 
can re-roll failed attack dice, turning favour dice in an attack into an especially 
brutal result) is worth the risk. 

There is no fixed size for the play area however a 30” diameter circle is a common 
play space (and again, any handy battleground can do to entertain the crowds). 
Terrain is simple, often being pillars, lethal pits, fire pits, spiked columns or other 
types. The game doesn’t have any missile combat so line of sight isn’t an issue 
and all terrain blocks movement. When pushed into regular terrain the defender 
increases their fatigue, when pushed into a wounding hazard they take damage 
and when pushed into a lethal terrain the model is killed outright. The pushing 
mechanic, while normally only a small amount of movement, allows a clever 
player to pull apart assistance and isolate an individual model. Being pushed 
back and forth between two models of an attacker can be a dangerous place to 
be. Red Republic Games sells a neoprene mat with an arena printed on it. There 
is also a Play Mobil gladiator arena set that matches the same size as used by the 
Arena Rex mat. You’ll see many pictures of it on the various Arena Rex game 
sites. 

The game isn’t just about two sides trying to beat each other to death. There are 
many interesting scenarios suggested in the book such as models that are 
chained together or a terrain piece, or area control that grants favour as you hold 
it. The rules also allow for wild beasts to stalk the sands striking out at models 
that are pushed near them. There isn’t even a requirement for both sides to be 
even. Red Republic Games often run special loot box terrain that players can win 
bonuses from within a game (or even prizes). 
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There are currently four main factions and two new ones in development. The 
Ludus Magnus are the premier Roman Ludus, they have the money and the 
quality individuals. They can power big attacks and get the crowds favour easily. 
Legio XIII hail from the Gaul lands and bring a Germanic and Celtic field, 
additionally being from a Legio they favour team work. The Zephyri combine the 
Norsemen with the brave warriors from across the Atlantic. They are a mix of 
American Indian and Vikings and favour beserker rages and pushing on past 
their fatigue levels. The Morituri are the Egyptian death cults – most of their 
powers trigger when the model is killed turning celebration into dread for what 
will be done to the attacker. The new factions cover the unaligned fighters of the 
Exilii and the Greek warriors. 

I really enjoy the fatigue mechanic in the game. It requires you to manage who is 
able to do something and who is left without a defensive option. You have to 
consider is it worth pushing for something big and then leaving yourself exposed 
for a turn. It’s a simple mechanic that often means at every stage of the game 
there are always at least two or more options to consider. The actual mechanics 
of the game are simple enough to learn very quickly. Remembering all of the 
reaction triggers takes a bit more practice, and like managing fatigue is a vital 
skill to mastering the game. 

The rules for resolving what happens for exiting combat half-way through a 
combat result are a bit harder to grasp but nothing is jarring, it all fits well 
together and is a joy to play. A weakness of the game is one I find common for 
most skirmish games; they often descend into a brawl in the middle of the table. 
In the case of Arena Rex this is by design and there is enough reposition actions 
in the combat tree to allow you to move things around and break up the clumps. 
A solo model versus the rest gets a special Last Man Standing rule that allows the 
gladiator to clear all fatigue at the beginning of a turn and still act. This is a good 
catch up mechanic to keep you in the fight. The game falls down when it gets to 
1v1 matches; here it is normally about who rolls better dice rather than who can 
use better tactics. Most of this occurs because the rules are set up to simplify 
actions so you can control a group of gladiators rather than having detailed 
individual interactions. Most of my experience has also been in 3v3 games where 
fatigue can be easier to manage over a small group. I think it would scale up just 
as well for higher model counts though I can see exhausted models being exposed 
longer as you try to get to a clear turn to rescue them. 
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The miniatures are a key component of the game. They are fantastic sculpts, 
scaled in 35mm to allow true proportions to the model. This can be a weakness 
though; each piece is resin and can be fragile, especially as many have a single 
join point to the base (such as the models ankle). These are expensive pieces 
individually but it isn’t much worse than other skirmish games. Acquiring the 
models can be expensive as there isn’t much of a world-wide distribution so most 
items have to be ordered from the USA direct which incurs the very expensive 
shipping fees from there. Having all of the rules available on line does allow a 
player to proxy in pieces but I really do recommend trying the official line. 

Arena Rex is a good game. It is easy to understand and always presents multiple 
options at a time with meaningful consequences. Players must master timing and 
balance risk. The models are fantastic and often get attention just for themselves. 
Put the mighty lion Leo in the arena and see everyone come to look at it. There is 
a very active Facebook page around the game and popular Reddit topics as well 
as the companies own forum. The game is still actively supported and while there 
aren’t constant new releases there is enough to keep your interest in battles on 
the sands going through the ages. 

 

Comment on Our Club in Numbers and Trends* 

By Rowland Dickinson 

Please be advised that the charts in the last Grumbler were prepared off the 
attendance sheets. In the recent e-mails following our general meeting reference 
has been made to membership numbers of 70.  The numbers in the charts 
should be read as active players rather than financial members.  The most 
numbers of financial members the Society has had since 2003 was 58 members. 

 

                                       
* S. Kravchuk, Our Club in Numbers and Trends, The Grumbler vol. 18 № 2, pp. 22–24. 


